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INTRODUCTION: 
 
Robert Louis Stevenson, writing his novel Catriona, causes Stewart to tell David 
Balfour: ..’the next thing we’ll be hearing, James will have made his peace, or else 
he’ll have escaped; and you’ll be in Benbecula or Applecross’. In fixing on a 
Hebridean Island and our peninsula to indicate remoteness the author was his usual 
sure-footed self. His family, the lighthouse builders, were familiar with the Scottish 
coast and the selection of Applecross was appropriate. Over the centuries access by 
land has been both a strength and a drawback as any examination of its history over 
the years will recognise.  
 
The Society has been asked by Applecross Trust to prepare a Cultural Audit in                              
connection with the Applecross Land Partnership Scheme and this has been compiled 
by Alan Gillies, Culduie and Ian Mackenzie, Toscaig, members of the Society. We 
have been happy to give the following comments on a peninsula that for centuries has 
been influenced by its isolation but is otherwise a microcosm of Highland Scotland. It 
is unique not least because of its outstanding role in the development of Christianity 
in 7th century Scotland as a sanctuary. It enjoyed three hundred years of unbroken 
ownership by the Mackenzie Lairds seeing the Clan System from its prime to its 
extinction.  
 
The men of Applecross were at the Battle of Largs with the Earl of Ross in 1263, at 
Harlaw in 1411 and at Sheriffmuir in 1715. Many also mobilised in 1914 as the Ross 
Mountain Battery, the last time that they were to go to war as a unit.  
 
The rapidity of change in the last half century justifies its own section as we comment 
on the effect of outside influences on the insular nature of the community as better 
communications are developed.  
 
Where we have considered it appropriate, we have mentioned historical influences 
beyond the peninsula itself. In addition to the concluding summary, we have précised 
the item History of Settlement Pattern.  
 
 
HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT PATTERN: 
 
 
The settlement pattern of Applecross is very much dictated by the harsh landscape and 
terrain in which it is set. The modern view of the Highlands, as a landscape of 
picturesque beauty, is a relatively recent notion, which gradually became prevalent 
from the late eighteenth century onwards. In earlier periods, when the main interest in 
land was its ability to produce a living for the human population, areas such as the 
Applecross peninsula were regarded as wildernesses, difficult to farm and precarious 
to live on. Earlier writers describing the Highland landscape used words such as 
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barren, even ‘frightful’.1 Timothy Pont travelled throughout northern Scotland in the 
1590s, gathering information for a new map. He described the area around 
Applecross, outwith the populated area, as ‘great deserts and wilderness’ 2  
 
Edmund Burt, an Englishman who lived for a time in Inverness in the 1730s, 
demonstrates the utilitarian view of the landscape prevalent at the time, when he asks, 
in reference to the mountains of the western Highlands, ‘of what use can be such 
monstrous excrescences?’ He makes a pretty full answer to his own question, in 
describing them as providing a source of minerals, pasture and hunting, and 
replenishing rivers and reservoirs as a source of drinking water. He concludes ‘it is the 
deformity of the hills that makes the natives conceive of their naked straths and glens, 
as the most beautiful objects in nature.’ 3  
 
Good agricultural land is limited in the western Highlands, so these fertile ‘straths and 
glens’, such as the one at the head of the Applecross Bay, were the focus of early 
settlement. Proximity to the sea was also an important factor in the days before roads 
and wheeled vehicles were common. The sea was the highway on the west coast of 
Scotland until the early nineteenth century, and until the 1970s it was still the only 
method of access to Applecross in bad winters when the road over the Bealach nam 
Bó was blocked by snow. For these reasons the good land around Applecross Bay was 
very attractive and has been occupied for over two thousand years.  
 
However, the earliest evidence we have for people in the Applecross area is not at the 
Bay, but further north round the coast at Sand. This is the location of a rock shelter 
used by the hunter gatherers of the Mesolithic period, roughly 9500 years ago. 
Archaeological surveys, carried out by the Scotland’s First Settlers project, have 
shown their presence in many areas around the coast of Applecross, and a more 
detailed excavation at the rock shelter beside Sand has provided some evidence of 
how they lived. In fact not only is this the earliest known inhabited site in Applecross, 
it was claimed by the archaeologists to be the earliest known occupied rock shelter in 
Scotland and the earliest known shell midden. 4 
 
It is generally accepted that the Mesolithic peoples did not settle in the area - they 
tended to be nomadic, moving around from place to place in order to make the most 
of the different resources available in different places. It has been suggested from the 
archaeological finds at Sand that they occupied the site over a short, possibly 
continuous, space of time, and perhaps selected the rock shelter as a good spot to pass 
a particularly bad winter. Interestingly the archaeological work of the First Settlers 
project also showed that rock shelters and caves in the Applecross area have been 
used throughout the ages, and remains from many different periods, up to modern 
times were found, including a piece of a Viking comb. 5  Local (oral) history tells us 
that as late as the nineteenth century caves could still be occupied - one local resident, 
                                                
1 Daniel Defoe. A tour thro’ the whole island of Great Britain, divided into circuits or journeys (1724-
1726) Letter 13, Part 2. 
2  National Library of Scotland’s Pont website. http;//www.nls/pont/texts/transcripts/ponttext 
118v119r.html (accessed 11 Nov 2007) 
3 Burt’s letters from the North of Scotland. Simmons, Andrew (Ed). Edinburgh, Birlinn, 1998 
4 Karen Hardy & Caroline Wickham-Jones: Scotland’s First Settlers: The Mesolithic seascape of the 
Inner Sound, Skye and its contribution to the early prehistory of Scotland. Antiquity, Volume76 
Number 293 Page 831. 
5 Scotland’s First Settlers Project, Dept of Archaeology, University of Edinburgh. 
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almost within living memory, was said to have been born in a cave near Ard-dhubh6. 
In Torridon, in Coire Mhic Nobuill, lies Tigh Mhic Amhais - ‘McCuish’s House‘, 
actually a rock overhang inhabited by a recluse about two hundred years ago.  
 
The First Settlers project also unearthed a small polished stone axe associated with the 
later Neolithic peoples, who were the first to clear and settle the land. 7 However no 
traces of their settlements have so far been found in Applecross.  
 
The earliest traces of actual settlement in Applecross are probably the hut circles to be 
seen at Torr Mor, the small hill behind the village hall, and in an upland valley above 
Rubha na Guailne, the headland to the north of Applecross bay. They have never been 
excavated and their date is uncertain, but evidence from elsewhere would suggest that 
such hut circles are usually prehistoric - possibly Bronze Age or even very early Iron 
Age. These remains have probably survived because they were not located in the main 
areas of later settlement. It is quite possible, even probable, that there were hut circles 
elsewhere, which have been wiped out by later settlement activity.  
 
The longest continuous place of settlement in Applecross is probably the area of the 
present campsite and farm. It is here that the foundations of a broch have been found. 
Brochs are dry-stone towers, comprising an inner and outer wall, with a stair going 
round between the walls, which date to the Iron Age around 200 BC to 100 AD. The 
broch at Applecross dates to the early period of broch building - a hearth or furnace 
for metal working beside broch was dated to 200 BC during a recent excavation for 
the Channel 4 ‘Time Team’ television programme. The broch was still visible until 
early nineteenth century when its walls were demolished to provide materials for dry 
stone dyking around the farm. The Time Team excavation indicated that the broch 
saw at least one phase, if not more of reuse.8 Place-name evidence supports this. The 
area is still called Borrodale, a Viking name from the Norse Borgr (stronghold) and 
dalr (dale). Interestingly the word ‘broch’ itself comes from the Norse word Borg. 9 
The Gaelic name for the field beyond the broch is Cul an Dun, back of the fort. The 
archaeological evidence of re-use and the two place-names, Viking and Gaelic, 
indicate that the broch, or at least the broch site, may have been used beyond the 
period of Viking influence and into the early medieval period. As late as the 
seventeenth century, when the Mackenzie clan had gained control of Applecross, 
Mackenzie of Applecross was still living at Borrodale.10 It was probably not until 
1675, when the present lairds’ house at the head of the Bay was originally built, that 
the seat of secular power in Applecross moved from Borrodale to the present 
Applecross House.  
 
Pictish evidence relating to the broch is lacking, but the name Applecross is itself 
originally Pictish. It was written ‘Apor Crossan’ in the early Irish chronicles (eg 
Tighernac 673 AD), and Apor was the Pictish word for estuary (like Aber, in 

                                                
6 Ian Mackenzie, History of Applecross. Unpublished. AHS Archive. Page 13 
7 Rubbish dump reveals time-capsule of Scotland’s earliest settlements. Scotsman newspaper, 30 May 
2001, page 11 
8 RCAHMS website. 
http;//www.rcahms.gov.uk/pls/portal/newcanmore.newcandig_details_gis?inumlink=11743 (Accessed 
15 Nov 2007) 
9 Place-names of Ross and Cromarty. Watson W.J. Inverness 1904. Page 204 
10 Sasines in the National Archives of Scotland, 1635 and 1638 
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Aberdeen). Applecross appears in the Irish chronicles because of the arrival of 
Maelrubha, an Irish missionary (see Religion section). It has been suggested that his 
selection of Applecross as a location for his monastery may have been linked to local 
Pictish politics11 and a possible power vacuum in the area. It may have suited the 
Pictish chieftain who held Apor Crossan, to have an Irish Gaelic cleric as an ally at a 
time when Pictish influence in the west was declining and the (Irish) Scots of Dalriada 
were expanding their influence. In any case, Maelrubha set up his monastery on the 
other side of Applecross Bay from the broch site, at Clachan - the present churchyard. 
It is unlikely he would have done so without the permission of the local chieftain. 
Here the community of monks lived and worked, probably until the Viking raids 
made the area untenable for them around 800 AD.  
 
As well as these settlements at Borrodale and the monastery at Clachan there were 
probably other early settlements or farms on smaller strips of good land around the 
coast of Applecross, for example at Toscaig and Callakille. However there is no 
written evidence for them until the late sixteenth century. It was then that the 
townships of Applecross were listed in a grant of lands to one of the Mackenzies: 
Borrodale, Langwell, Achicork, Keppoch, Satrell, Drumloy, Corlmvir, Callekille, 
Ardheslaig, Shieldaig and Diabeg, Rischill. The first seven of these were all small 
townships around the Bay. The others are located around the coast to the north of 
Applecross, apart from Rischill, which is Russell on Loch Kishorn.12 
A century later, in 1662, another grant of lands includes the same names as before, 
slightly changed by time, and provides evidence for some additional townships: 
Culduakle; Sacadaill, Sadilack, Drumchaugan; Kirktoun, Killimoirie, Toskag, 
Auchmore, and Resker. The locations of many of these places are now unknown, but 
Drumchaugan was near the present Applecross House, Kirktoun was by the riverside, 
near the churchyard, Killimoirie was the present Hartfield House and Toskag is now 
Toscaig. It is believed that Culduakle may perhaps have been Culduie.  
 
This evidence indicates that the main centre of population was still around the Bay, 
with most of the settlements being around the farm, Applecross House and Clachan. 
Map evidence also supports this as shown in the map prepared by William Roy in the 
mid-eighteenth century, after the 1745 Jacobite rebellion (Map 1). The areas of 
settlement are shown by the red buildings surrounded by cultivated areas marked by 
yellow hatching.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
11 Mac Lean, Douglas ‘Maelrubai, Applecross and the Late Pictish contribution West of Druimalban’ in 
David Henry (Ed), The Worm, The Germ and the thorn: Pictish and related studies presented to Isabel 
Henderson, (Balgavies, Angus, 19970, pages 173-4 
12  A History of Applecross, written by the Applecross Historian, the late Kenneth MacRae FSA. AHS 
archives. 
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Map 1 
 

 

 

 

 
 

William Roy, Military Survey of Scotland, 1747-55 
National Library 
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Several settlements are shown between Applecross House and Milton, but then 
nothing until Toscaig. Many of the main hamlets of today are missing, including 
Camustiel and Camusterrach. It is not until 1832 (Map 2) that they appear in the map 
evidence, and at the same time the settlements of Langwell and Achicork at the farm 
have disappeared.  
 

Map 2 

 
 

John Thomson's Atlas of Scotland, 1832 
Reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland 

 
These two maps provide a good illustration of a radical change in the settlement 
pattern in Applecross, engineered by the Mackenzie laird of the time. In common with 
other clan chieftains of the period, the Mackenzie owner of Applecross was keen to 
maximise his rents. The main way of doing this was to turn the best land into large 
farms, and remove the inefficient little farmtouns, whose tenants paid their rents 
mostly in kind. The people were moved into new townships in more marginal, less 
fertile areas such as Camustiel and Camusterrach, and encouraged to supplement their 
means of subsistence through fishing and working for the laird in the kelp harvesting 
industry. About the same time, Patrick Sellar, the notorious factor in charge of 
clearances in Sutherland, gave a justification a similar redistribution of population: 
‘Lord and Lady Stafford were pleased humanely to order a new arrangement of this 
country. That the interior should be possessed by Cheviot shepherds and the people be 
brought down to the coast and placed there in lotts under the size of three arable acres, 
sufficient for the maintenance of an industrious family but pinched enough to cause 
them turn their attention to the fishing.’ The philosophy he explained, was ‘to put 
these barbarous hordes into a position where they could better associate together, 
apply to industry, educate their children, and advance in civilisation.’  
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This shift of population from around the farm to the present day hamlets, as far as we 
can tell, dates to around 1810. Local tradition in Applecross tells us that the 
clearances were carried out by John Mackenzie, the seventh laird, who had been 
brought up in Easter Ross and learned his farming methods, and techniques of 
‘agricultural improvement’, there. It is also said that his clearances were opposed by 
his brother Donald, and that John was so angry at this that he stipulated in his will that 
on his death Donald should not inherit the estate, instead it should go to his nephew, 
Thomas Mackenzie of Inverinate.  
 
The early part of the nineteenth century also saw a significant growth in population, in 
Applecross as in elsewhere in the Highlands, due to better diet, medical advances, and 
social changes such as a tendency towards earlier marriage which increased the span 
of the childbearing years.13 The population of the parish reached its peak in 1831 (see 
Table 1), when it was estimated to be around treble the population of 1755. 14 
 
Table 1 - Applecross population 1811-1951 15 
1811 2,297  
1821 2,793  
1831 2,892  
1841 2,861  
1851 2,709  
1861 2,544  
1871 2,470  
1881 2,354  
1891 2,129  
1901 1,615  
1911 1,440  
1921 1,119  
1951 735  
 
This growth led to intense pressure for land and increasingly marginal and peripheral 
areas being settled. The difficulty of making a living from such land is one of the 
reasons for the gradual depopulation which took place after the ’zenith of 
settlement’16  in 1831, as evidenced by the deserted settlements and abandoned houses 
at places like Collieghillie, Ardban, Sand, Arigh Driseag, and some even more out of 
the way places such as Draoraig (which was half way between Arigh Drishaig and 
Uags on the south coast of the peninsula), the Crowlin Islands, and Eilean na Ba (just 
off Collieghillie).  
In 1841 Crowlin was home to six families (40 people), Sand had two families (twenty 
people), Collieghillie four families (nineteen people), Uags seven families (42 
people), Draoraig one family (three people). None of these places is now occupied. 
 

                                                
13 An analysis of rural depopulation in the Applecross Parish of Wester Ross: a case study of the 
Highland problem, Brian Kerslake, 1971. AHS Archives 
14 Ibid page 23 
15 Ibid page 7 
16 ‘A vision of Britain through time’ website. http://www.visionof Britain.org.uk/data_cube table 
page.jsp?data-theme=T POP&data cube=N TPOP&u id+10190733&c id=10107260&add=N 
(Accessed 15 Nov 2007)_______ 
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The houses of “Shore Street”, known locally simply as “The Street”, were not built 
until around the turn of the nineteenth century, as houses for people who worked for 
the Estate. Ironically, many people think this, one of the more recent settlements in 
Applecross, is ‘Applecross’. 
 
Summary 
The settlement pattern of Applecross can therefore be summarised as follows. Initially 
the good land around the Bay was the main centre of settlement from the Bronze Age, 
and perhaps earlier, through the Pictish, Norse and Gaelic periods, with some outlying 
settlements in smaller fertile straths and strips such as Toscaig and Callakille. This 
changed fairly rapidly around 1810 due to the agricultural improvements of the laird, 
when the people were moved from the area of the present farm to other, less valuable 
land. Throughout the first part of the nineteenth century more and more land was 
‘broken in’ for agricultural purposes as an increasing population sought to make a 
living in increasingly difficult locations. Gradually, however, depopulation and 
emigration led to the abandonment of the more marginal, less accessible spots, 
leading to the abandoned villages we see today.  
 
 
ASPECTS OF A WAY OF LIFE: 
 

The Applecross way of life had been dictated throughout the ages by its environment. 
For decades after most other areas of the Highlands were linked to good public 
transport by both road and rail the peninsula folk were was obliged to depend on the 
sea in the way of generations of their forefathers, because of inadequate roads and 
inhospitable terrain. The policies of the Mackenzie Lairds in the early 19th century 
saw the best land surrounding Applecross House cleared of people, many of whom 
moved to marginal coastal land where they were obliged to eke out a precarious 
living. The Napoleonic wars meant that there was a demand for kelp for the 
production of glass and soap manufacture. One ton of kelp could be produced from 20 
tons of brown coarse seaweed such as Laminaria by drying and burning. This wet 
unpleasant work earned the worker a pittance while the landlord received initially £3 -
£5 and, for a short period in the early 19th century, up to £20 a ton. The workers 
earned £2 per ton of kelp or 20 tons of raw seaweed. The impact of the fluctuations 
meant that the laird’s demands on his tenants changed in a very short period. 
Applecross was said to produce ‘about 50 tons annually’17 and much of this came 
from the Crowlin Islands. By the end of the French wars in 1815 cheaper alkaline 
substances were available from the continent and what had been a lucrative bonus for 
landlords and a miserable way of life for the people disappeared.  
 
Sorley MacLean referring to this period wrote movingly in his Highland Woman:18 
 

 
Agus labhair T’ eaglais chaomh 

mu staid chaillte a h-anama thruaigh; 
agus leag an cosnadh dian 

a corp gu sàmhchair dhuibh an uaigh. 
                                                
17 The Old Statistical Account. Page 289 
18  Reothairt is Contraigh. Cannongate, 1985. p78 
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Or 
 

And thy gentle church has spoken 
Of the lost state of her miserable soul, 
And the unremitting toil has lowered 
Her body to a black peace in a grave 

 
But then Sorley was answerable neither to landlord nor church! 

The development of the potato as a large part of the diet and its subsequent failure at 
the time of the potato blight in 1846 played its part in the fluctuation of population 
numbers.  

FISHING & CROFTING; 
 
Fishing, in the sense of collecting fish and shell fish had existed from the first arrival 
of people in the Mesolithic age. At the head of Applecross Bay one may still see the 
remains of the great caraidh or fish trap which a century ago was the resort of the poor 
of the parish. But fishing, in the way well described in Neil Gunn’s Silver Darlings, 
had to be undertaken if the crofters were to make a living for their families. Within the 
last century and a half fishing developed in Applecross commencing with the open 
sgòths, sailing boats with a depth of water to the stern providing stability under sail, 
initially undecked or part decked.. When fishing away from home the crew of three or 
four would sleep under the sail for cover. They caught herring in their season and also 
white fish. The most important development for the Applecross fishermen was the 
advent in the early 20th century of the Kelvin petrol/paraffin engine with its distinctive 
beat and smell. It meant that boats were no longer dependent on sail and they were 
able to move from Pol Domhain to the safer and more commodious Pol Creadha. 
Boats became larger and better equipped so that by the time of the last war the ring 
net herring boats in particular were well founded comfortable diesel engined vessels 
and, working in pairs, took advantage of the good supply of herring. Some of the 
Applecross boats made their base in Kyle to be closer to the railway. As herring do, 
they became less plentiful in the fifties and local fishermen concentrated on ground 
net fishing for white fish and later moved into creel fishing for shell fish, including 
prawns which still sell well on the continent. This work called for smaller boats 
worked by crews of two or even one.  Throughout all this time the concept of the 
crofter/fisherman operated. The development of the steam drifters and, later, trawlers 
on the east coast didn’t happen on the west, although there was bad blood between the 
two when the east coast fishermen trawled on the west to the detriment of west coast 
nets and creels. Creels and trawlers are still incompatible. Throughout the 19th century 
however, the east coast boats were partly crewed by men from places like Applecross 
who were obliged to travel for work in season. Similarly, the young women of the 
place went to the herring curing at major landing ports. A skilled operator, it is said, 
could gut two herring per second but it was a damp, unpleasant job.  At the same 
period, men travelled to the fertile farms of Easter Ross and further south at harvest 
time when, in the era prior to combine harvesters, balers and other machinery, the 
work was both skilled and labour intensive. One man from Applecross, still 
remembered here, used to walk to and from the Lothians at harvest time. Being a 
thrifty fellow he did not avail himself of the trains of the time! 
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Crofting, the other half of the subsistence life-style of Applecross, began as a side 
effect of the clan system in which clansmen who supported their chief in battle 
laboured for him at other times, staying in proximity to the castle or big house and 
permitted to work ground unused by him. With the onset of sheep and deer forest 
development the chief needed the land and ‘discouraged’ his erstwhile support from 
the best land. There is no doubt that these people had regarded the land that they had 
been allowed to cultivate for their own use as undoubtedly theirs by right.19 The move 
to less favourable land was a break with tradition and a step in the dismantling of the 
clan system as landlords sought to maximise the value of their property and 
increasingly looked to the south for their own entertainment and education. As with 
fishing, the crofters proved themselves to be resilient, making the best of their 
situation. Emigration, sometimes assisted vigorously by landlords’ agents as described 
by John Prebble and others, was the option for those who were unable to find land. 
Applecross was no exception and Applecross Historical Society is today inundated 
with visits and requests from descendants of such people from all over the globe. 
Modern swift travel tends to make us forget that the emigrants of the 18th and 19th 
centuries left their relatives with no expectation of ever seeing them again. It would 
take until 1884 and the reporting of the Napier Commission for the concept of 
security of tenure for crofters to be accepted and for the institution of the Crofters’ 
Commission. Emigration, sometimes assisted vigorously by landlords’ agents as 
described by John Prebble and others, was the option for those who were unable to 
find land. Applecross was no exception and the Applecross Historical Society is today 
inundated with visits and requests from descendants of such people from all over the 
globe. Modern swift travel tends to make us forget that the emigrants of the 18th and 
19th centuries left their relatives with no expectation of ever seeing them again. 
Consequent on the Napier Commission report the crofting situation was regularised in 
a system largely unchanged today although provision now exists that gives the crofter 
a right to purchase his croft. Complications do arise and it is said that a croft may be 
defined as a piece of land surrounded by legislation!  The Crofters’ Commission is 
belatedly taking a strong line with absentee crofters but if this is to become effective 
there has to be meaningful financial support for alternative development of the land. 
 
Today in Applecross the descendants of those who worked the stony ground 
cultivating every square foot using the Cas-Chrom or foot plough to turn the stubborn 
earth, no longer do so. Certainly some grow potatoes for the home and fewer also 
make hay. The ground is used mainly to graze sheep and even that is decreasing as the 
prices for both wool and sheep meat are at a low level and the older among us cease to 
work. The few younger people, with little else to keep them on the peninsula lose 
interest. There are exceptions, of course, and these are mainly incomers. A few have 
worked hard to make their involvement work and must be encouraged, while others 
bring an enthusiasm that does not outlast a few indifferent winters. 
 
It is thought-provoking to realise that the slave trade was abolished 77 years before 
crofters were given their rights. It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the 
insularity of Applecross meant that the peninsula had suffered more that most areas, 
as it still does, with youngsters having to leave for secondary and tertiary education, 
most never to return, other that at weekends. The lack of affordable housing 

                                                
19 eg. History of the Highland Clearances. Alexander MacKenzie Mercat Press. 1999. Page 177.  
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exacerbates the situation with property rapidly catching up with national inflated 
values. 
 
 
EMPLOYMENT: 
 
 
The Mackenzie Lairds of Applecross held sway there for 300 years20 until, in 1857 a 
shortage of money on their part and the post industrial revolution demand from   
wealthy industrialists for Highland sporting estates saw the 10th Laird selling out to 
the Duke of Leeds. His family were followed by the Middletons in 1864 and Captain 
Wills in 1929. The common feature of all these families, including the Mackenzies 
was the number of people that they employed. The Wills estate included farm 
workers, gamekeepers, garden workers, boatmen, fishermen, laundry and house 
servants and a range of artisans.  A few of these were seasonal and workers were 
supplemented by a range of staff from the English estate during the sporting season. 
Approximately 35 staff were in situ throughout the year. At a time when large 
families were the norm the impact of this number on the population was considerable.  
 
The 1901 census shows 796 people living in the area from Airigh-drisheag to Arrina 
with the estate employees concentrated between Hartfield and Milton. If we assume 
an average family with 3 children, the estate contribution to that total is 20%, a figure 
that will have increased as the overall population reduced. This happy source of 
employment and produce gradually disappeared from 1939 when the war years and 
taxation obliged the Estate to cut back on staff. Farming no longer exists but the 
James Loch model farm with its mill dam is still to be seen if somewhat in need of 
repair. Some arable land been planted with trees which have been recently removed so 
that the first sight the tourist sees is an expanse of untidy tree stumps on one side of 
the road and   crumbling drystone dykes on the other. The people of Applecross have 
had to adapt to the loss of significant employment. The coming of fish farming, the 
Range at Sand and what is now the Venture Trust organisation, having been 
introduced by the late Major John Wills as the West Highland School of Adventure, 
while to be welcomed, are no real compensation as sources of employment.  
 
However the peninsula did enjoy an unprecedented prosperity when in 1975 a 
production platform, the largest concrete oil platform structure in the world of its 
time, was constructed at Kishorn where 130 acres were utilised and deep water 
berthing was provided. At its peak the yard employed three thousand people and when 
the platform was launched in 1976 there were one thousand six hundred employees. 
The locality was given priority for jobs. Unfortunately, concrete rigs went out of 
fashion and, despite much optimism, that first flush of activity was not repeated. 
However, many residents and a number who came back home on the promise of work 
earned good wages and the results are to be seen in home improvements, new fishing 
boats and business success. The site is still active but not in any labour intensive 
sense. 
 

                                                
20 The Mackenzie Lairds of Applecross. Kenneth D MacDonald. Transactions of the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness. Volume 54 1984-86  
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There is still a need to provide secure employment if young people are to have an 
opportunity of remaining in or returning to their birthplace. 
 
 
DIVISION OF LABOUR: 
 
 
The crofter/fisherman community could not have survived without the contribution 
made by the women of the villages. In addition to the usual work of maintaining a 
home, they cared for and milked cows, making butter and cheese and were to be seen 
in the fields at springtime and harvest. The incongruous sight of a wife carrying a load 
of hay to the barn while her husband took his ease and smoked his pipe was matched 
by that of the peats being carried from the moor in large creels by the mother of the 
family. It is said that it took fifteen thousand peats to keep a crofter’s home in fuel for 
a year. Like all other work about the croft, peat cutting, drying and transporting, were 
jobs for the whole family. Frequently, the peat banks allocated were a long way from 
the home, in some instances for no better reason than that the landowner found them 
unattractive! Like the arable crofts themselves each crofter was allocated a peat bank 
and, as a throwback to the days of kelp burning, crofters in Toscaig also had the 
seaweed apportioned. 
 
In the years when land was at a premium it was customary to drive cattle to the 
summer shielings where the young women of the crofting village would tend them, 
making butter and cheese to be taken back on their return. A favourite place for 
Toscaig was on the way to Uags by Allt Loch Meall Nam Feadan. Another site, inland 
from Sand is Àiridh Mheadhon. In both places the rough shelters used may be seen as 
in many other sites throughout the peninsula.  
 
The social nature of croft working was at its strongest in the tending of sheep. 
Throughout the peninsula the drystone fanks where they were gathered are still to be 
seen although their use is sadly reduced. A generation ago the gathering dipping and 
shearing of sheep called, at the appropriate time, for the involvement of the whole 
township. Although not all crofters had the same number of sheep, some, the aged or 
widowed might have very few, everyone turned out, helping to the best of their 
ability. Sheep would be gathered from the hill by the fittest but everyone would be at 
the fank, if only to roll and pack some fleeces. Tea would be made and the 
atmosphere would be one of humour and happiness. A crofter might finish the treating 
of his own flock but no one went home until all the work was done. 
 
 
BUILDING AND OTHER SKILLS: 
 
 
Until the early part of the 20th century, housing was rudimentary. The use of readily 
available material, turf or wattle for walls with heather and bracken to thatch roofs 
and adjacent rooms, one with a fireplace in the centre or the room and the other to 
house livestock, was common in the 18th century. By the time the Rev John 
MacQueen was writing at the close of that century he was able to say, ‘every man is 
the architect of his own house’ and add, ‘Scarcely a boy of fifteen but makes his own 
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brogues’21 Despite these skills, it was to take a further hundred years before mason- 
built stone houses with slated roofs were a regular feature in Applecross. Before then 
community life in the small townships ensured that when a new house was built it was 
done, like so many other undertakings in the crofter/fisherman life, with everyone 
turning out to help. Most men were skilled in the use of stone as may still be seen 
where drystone dykes still stand.  It is said that a house could be erected in a day.  
 
It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the life of an isolated community depended 
on the adaptability of the residents and the picture painted by MacQueen makes the 
point. Although there was a meal mill in the parish its remoteness meant that for some 
use of the labour intensive quern was usual. Oats were often thrashed with the 
wearisome flail which consisted of two lengths of wood usually ash, connected by a 
leather thong, while the winnowing of the resultant chaff utilised the wind. In short, 
both male and female made use of the material that was to hand and youngsters of 
both sexes were expected to take their share of labour. This self contained life style 
produced families who were of necessity hard working and able to turn their hand to 
anything. By the late 19th century the peninsula had tailors, a blacksmith and several 
masons, also a number of weavers. Many of these settled in the community from the 
Outer Isles.  
 
The people had a strong attachment to their birthplace, humble though it might be and 
this love of home was carried by those who, of necessity had to leave and 
remembered by them in the far corners of the globe, like the unknown poet who 
composed the Canadian Boat Song: 

From the lone shieling of the misty island  
Mountains divide us, and waste of seas -  

Yet still the blood is strong, the heart is Highland,  
And we in dreams behold the Hebrides.  

Sentimental? Certainly, but then the Highlander is sentimental and this has been a 
driving force in his attempt to protect his birthplace, his life style and his religion. The 
Third Statistical Account holds an article on the Applecross parish which carries a 
different picture to the sycophantic tones of its predecessors. The scholarly Rev 
Norman Morrison points out that the legislation covering security of tenure made 
provision for one house on each croft which left room for only one of a family to 
remain after their parents’ decease. Although, according to Morrison this law was 
given a liberal translation elsewhere, it was strictly applied in Applecross and ‘this 
seems to have been the rule……. by which landlords have turned the fruitful fields 
into deer forest’.22  Deer forest is closely protected and it is perhaps a reflection on our 
affluent times that the poaching of our youth seems to have disappeared. The old 
saying, Breac à linne, slat à coille ‘s fiadh à fireach - mèirle nach do ghabh duine 
riamh nàir’ aiste. (A fish from the pool, a wand from the wood, a deer from the 
mountain - thefts no man ever was ashamed of)23 may have lost its significance. Not 
that the deer have. On the contrary, with the exception of the north coast, which is 
benefiting from  the development of the North Applecross Woodland, the fences that 

                                                
21 The Old Statistical Account. Applecross parish. Page 289 
22 The Third Statistical Account 
23 Gaelic Proverbs and Familiar Phrases. Ed Alexander Nicolson. Page 76 
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kept the voracious and voluble deer out of the crofts and villages are no longer sound 
so crofts, gardens and, occasionally road vehicles, suffer. 

  

EDUCATION: 
 
  
In 1496 compulsory education for the sons of noblemen was introduced by James IV. 
After the reformation, in 1561, the national Kirk set out a programme for a school in 
every parish and in 1633 the Scottish Parliament taxed local landowners to fund this 
aim. The Education Act of 1872 made education compulsory and set up School 
Boards. Applecross had its earlier schools at Milton and Camusterrach. It is worth 
noting that for two hundred years Scotland had a higher percentage of its population 
in education at all levels to tertiary than any other country in Europe and this is 
reflected in Scottish success in the 18th and 19th Centuries.24  
 
Applecross Public School opened in 1875 and the school records tell of successes and 
failures. The Board members included the Free Church Minister, himself a native of 
the parish, and the Estate Manager. The support given by the Middletons and their 
successors, the Wills family is recorded. It was reported that ‘Older pupils had not 
attended school for years. Many also came for the first time’ Nevertheless by 1877 
there was reference to Latin and Euclid in standards 4 and 3 and Gaelic as a 
‘classwork’ There were Latin and Greek readers two years later. By 1896 standard 6 
was presented in Latin and, at the other end of the scale, experiments were carried out 
to ‘try how Gaelic will help making them add in that language’ There are references 
to the Highland habit of observing the Old New Year. The Gregorian calendar was not 
immediately accepted. 
 
By 1913 a proud headmaster was setting out a note of the success of ‘a pupil and pupil 
teacher of this school’ who had become Moderator of the General Assembly of the 
Free Church. His pride must have known no bounds when, two years later, another of 
his protégés was appointed as Moderator to succeed him. There is a relevant 
photograph in the Applecross Heritage Centre. To put the achievements in perspective 
it should be recognised that at the time the post disruption Free Church was the 
dominant body in the Highlands, a recognition of the post clearance view of the 
established church as mentioned under Religion.  
 
It is part of the way of life in Applecross that all pupils leaving the junior school must 
leave home. Matters are slightly ameliorated these days as pupils are able to get home 
at weekends from Plockton High School and some enterprising parents have been 
known to drive over the Bealach nam Bó twice daily so that their children may have 
both home life and education.  A significant influence on the boys of Applecross from 
the time of its founding in 1915 was Keil School. The school offered bursaries to 
Highland boys on a competitive basis and these were much sought after by 
headmasters. Applecross was no exception and a steady stream of pupils went there, 
many of whom distinguished themselves academically and on the Rugby field. In 
recent years, the government of the day, in a fit of petty spite, withdrew the tax 

                                                
24 Scottish Education. http://users.aber.ac.uk/Inm5/Education.htm 
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advantage available to fee-paying pupils whose parents were working overseas. It was 
some comfort to Applecross, when that fine boarding school was obliged to close, that 
the last two pupils from the parish both won the Dux medal. Coincidentally, 
Plockton’s headmaster is a Keil Old Boy! 
 
RELIGION: 
 

 
From the the coming of the Irish monk, Maelrubha, who landed in Applecross in 673 
and set up his Christian settlement at Clachan, travelling widely in the islands and the 
north to bring Christianity to the Picts, Applecross, or A’Chomraich (The Sanctuary) 
was to be a special place. Time has dealt poorly with Maelrubha and it is only in the 
last century that his influence has been acknowledged in Scotland. Historians now 
recognise that his influence was as great as that of Columba who predated him by 100 
years. Columba had his publicist in Adamnán but although Maelrubha’s life is 
recognised in the Annals of Tighernac and other Irish records, it took the work of Dr 
Reeves in the 19th century25 to identify his importance and his lead has been followed 
by others, including, in its modest way, by the Applecross Historical Society. 
Following the work of Professor Thomas who, as conifers were being planted round 
the site of the Monastery, identified a possible route of the vallum, the trees have now 
been removed carefully and experts advise that in a few years’ time digging may 
safely commence. Already some work has been carried out with the support of 
Highland Council Archaeological Department and Historic Scotland but there is a vast 
amount to be done on the site which is thought to have extended from the foot of 
Beinn a’Clachain to the riverside and to have had a scriptorium from which writings 
were sent to Ireland. 
 
The sanctuary that was formed by the girth of the monastery in due course included 
the whole peninsula and over the years, to this day, people have sought refuge here 
and the sanctuary has been respected, with one exception. This incident, caused by a 
Macdonald raid on Toscaig, is still remembered in the name Lochan a’ Chath near the 
now defunct pier.  
 
Those who availed themselves of the sanctuary included refugees from ‘Butcher’ 
Cumberland’s troops after Culloden. One woman, whose husband fell in the battle 
walked from Lochaber over miles of inhospitable terrain. That story ended happily 
and her descendants now live, some in the way of so many Applecross people, furth 
of the peninsula. At the time when MacBeaths were being cleared from Sutherland 
many made their way down the coast. Hare, of Burke and Hare notoriety, is said to 
have made his way here when he disappeared from the south of Scotland as did the 
Harris people from Stockinish last century seeking improved land.  
 
In the absence, so far, of any substantial trace of Maelrubha’s monastery, probably the 
oldest building in the parish still identifiable is part of the pre-reformation chapel 
mentioned by Rev John MacQueen in his contribution to the Statistical Account of 
1791 – 179926. He writes, ‘an old religious house, where the standards and soles of 
crucifixes are still to be seen’. It is commented on by Dr Reeves in writing about his 
                                                
25 Saint Maelrubha:  History and Churches. William Reeves. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries 
of Scotland. Vol 3.Pages 259-29 
26 The Old Statistical Account P.294 
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visit in 1854 as, an ‘old building roofed and closed….it is now the vault of the 
Applecross family’27 The building is now in a ruinous state, being apparently 
supported by vigorously growing ivy and cries out to be made safe. Sadly there is no 
trace of the stones mentioned by MacQueen. The pre-disruption church on this site 
was built in 1817. It is now the property of Applecross Trust and is similarly in urgent 
need of repair.  
Following the time of Maelrubha, it is not surprising that the people of Applecross 
had a reputation for a Christian way of life. Through the transition from Celtic to 
Roman Church and then during the Reformation the change seems to have been 
smooth. That from the Roman Catholic faith was particularly sensible, the incumbent 
priest becoming the first minister of the parish! It is thus all the more curious that in 
the 17th century the records of the Presbytery of Dingwall28 show that some people 
had reverted to bull sacrifice and other ‘heathenishe practices’. At this time (1678) the 
Presbyterians and Episcopalians were vying for recognition as the National Church 
and another 12 years were to pass before the matter was resolved in favour of the 
Presbyterians. Meantime ministers were scarce in rural and isolated areas like 
Applecross and it had clearly suffered from this.  The worship of the people was 
directed to the God Mourie, a confused memory of Saint Maelrubha of the previous 
millennium. This folklore error was, no doubt, swiftly corrected and the people of 
Applecross again gradually gained their reputation as a God-fearing folk.  
 
In the ensuing 200 years matters went smoothly enough until the Disruption of 1843 
when dissatisfaction with the power of landlords to appoint clergy and the lack of 
sensitivity from the united government led to the setting up of the Free Church. This 
split was supported most strongly in the Highlands. A further secession from the Free 
Church in 1893 saw the Free Presbyterian Church formed. Some reconciliation led to 
the union of the Church of Scotland with the United Free Church in 1929.29 More 
recently there have been splits from both the Free Presbyterian and Free Churches on 
points of principle. Applecross now has, theoretically, no fewer that five Presbyterian 
forms of worship as the native population diminishes and fewer people attend church. 
For the first time since the Church of Scotland was recognised as the National Church 
in 1690 there is no resident minister in the parish. 
 
There is an important point to be made here for those of us who come to settle in the 
community. Religion is taken seriously by the participants and convictions are 
sincerely and fearlessly held.    This too is a way of life. 
 
CHANGES: 
 
 
The changes long delayed in Applecross by its insulated geographical nature came 
swiftly in the latter half of the last century. It is doubtful if any other part of mainland 
Scotland has experienced the same amount of change in such a short time. 
 
The tarring of the Bealach between 1956 and 1958,  the completion of the long-
promised road round the north coast in 1976 and the creation of the Ard Dhubh road 
                                                
27 St Maelurbha: His History and Churches. William Reeves. Proceedings of the Society of 
Antiquarians of Scotland. Vol 3 Page 280 
28 Minutes of the Dingwall Presbytery. At Applecross. 5th September 1656 
29 Disruption. An Overview.  Dr Cheyne. 
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between 1958 and 1960 were too little too late and, on the north coast in particular, 
whole villages died. With the coming of the coast road there was no further 
requirement for the Kyle/Toscaig boat service. This had replaced the MacBrayne 
service which had operated from 1897 to 1956. A sad reflection on these changes was 
that it would be impossible for someone travelling by public transport from Glasgow 
to Applecross to complete the journey in one day without making special 
arrangements!  
 
The population of Applecross peninsula in 1951 was 735 but by 2001 it had reduced 
to 230. The reduction in residential population is in part mitigated by the significant 
number of second homes. The proportion of Applecross born people to incomers 
continues to reduce and these changes reflect in house prices which have recently 
begun to match levels experienced further south and this is an inevitable aspect of 
market forces.  
 
It is important to stress that Applecross, in the main, has been enriched by newcomers 
who bring their special talents and are appreciative of the heritage of the sanctuary. 
Notable newcomers include the owner of the Applecross Inn and the family who had 
the foresight to create the camp site and Flower Tunnel of Applecross House. The 
most recent asset is a successful restaurant set in the walled garden that for forty years 
was left to deteriorate, The initiative of a group of Applecross people, encouraged by 
the Trust, is to be commended. During the last ten years the community has benefited 
from a splendid new hall, from a pier accessible at all tides which is useful to 
fishermen and visiting yachtsmen, from some affordable housing and from the 
Heritage Centre with its new Reading Room, overlooking the site of Maelrubha’s 
monastery.  The latter is supported by Applecross Trust and all initiatives have been 
driven by the enthusiastic and talented Alistair McCowan MBE., formerly Chairman 
of Applecross Community Council. 
 
It is equally a matter of fact that the last few decades have brought changes that have 
been a culture shock to a fishing/crofting community secure in its religion, happy with 
its life style and its concept of support for the elderly and mutual help. 
  
 
 
 
GAELIC: 
 
‘Gaelic’, wrote Hamish Henderson30  ‘is ‘still kicking, and on the whole has stood up 
to persecution with astonishing resilience.’ For years the assembled Highlanders at the 
Royal National Mod have sung ‘Suas leis a’ Ghaidhlig’, their defiant claim that it is 
‘the language of youth and age, of our ancestors and of love’ and one cannot fail to be 
moved by the harmonies of the music but is this really so? 
 
When Maelruba sailed to Applecross in 673 he would have brought his Irish Gaelic 
with him to what Kenneth MacDonald of Applecross describes as ‘the northern limit 
of the Scottic kingdom of Dalriada.’ The Picts of the time spoke British Celtic similar 

                                                
30 Article in the Daily Worker of 24th November 1949 
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to the Welsh. P-Celtic) while the Irish (and  Scottish)  Gaelic was from Goidelic 
Gaelic. (Q-Celtic).   
 
As time saw the unification of Pict and Scot the insular nature of Applecross, its poor, 
or non existent, roads and the barriers of its towering hills made travel difficult and 
this reflected in a way of life in which people only travelled of necessity in either 
direction. Thus the outside influences of a gradual anglicising, including, it is alleged, 
those of Margaret, the Anglo-Saxon wife of Malcolm 111, in the 11th century, that 
progressively changed the culture of  southern Scotland, would not touch Applecross 
until much later than the rest of the mainland. 
 
The rich heritage of Gaelic poetry and song was fostered by a unique oral tradition. 
Classical poetry is said to have existed from 800 AD to approximately 1730. Its poets 
were learned in language, history, genealogy and tradition.  They worked to complex 
rules with a system of meters that had at least 300 variations. They were close to their 
chief and fulfilled the role of ‘Shenachaidh’ or story teller.31 
 
The changes in the fortunes of the MacDonald Lords of the Isles in 1494 saw a radical 
change in the politics of the Highlands. At the same time there was an upsurge of new 
and untrained poets who were at their peak from 1641 to 1830. Another aspect of 
support for the language was from the established church which took time to find its 
feet after the reformation. At the end of the 18th century the parish minister, Rev John 
MacQueen, could write in The ‘Old’ Statistical Account, ‘Gaelic is the only language 
preached in the Parish’32 That support continued through the 1843 ‘disruption’ and as 
late as 1970 when the National Church still listed the Applecross charge as ‘Gaelic 
Essential’. 
 
The 1931 census showed over 75% of the Applecross population as speaking Gaelic. 
In 1971 it was still the language of more that 50% of the population and in that was 
only matched on mainland Scotland by Stoer.  By 2001, of the 92,396 people who 
could speak or read, write and understand Gaelic, Applecross still had its share.  By 
then, too, the attitude towards the language had changed. Last century schools, and 
some otherwise intelligent people, held that the speaking of Gaelic hindered progress 
in education. This line had been taken earlier by Thomas, the 8th Mackenzie Laird 
and a Member of Parliament. Writing in 1818 about attempts to set up Gaelic schools 
he says, ‘….my opinion is that under the present system the Patrons of Gaelic Schools 
do a serious injury to the Inhabitants of the Highlands’.33 By the end of the century 
Applecross teachers appointed senior pupils to ensure that Gaelic was not spoken in 
the playground. In this they were in line with Welsh schoolmasters who punished 
those who spoke their language by making the offenders wear the notorious ‘Welsh 
Knot’. 
 
The Welsh, whose language is still in a healthy state, have in the last century, used a 
more enlightened way of preserving it than the Scots. Highlanders, in what we 
imagine to be politeness, all too often refrain from speaking our native language in the 
vicinity of those who may not understand while the proud Welsh are not so inhibited!  
                                                
31 Bardachd Ghaidhlig. Professor William J Watson. Introduction. 
32  Old Statistical Account. Page 295 
33  The Mackenzie Lairds of Applecross. Kenneth D MacDonald. Transactions of the Gaelic Society of 

Inverness. Vol. 54 1984-86. Page 444.  
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We are at last getting round to the thought that the language may be spoken poorly if 
it is to survive. The Gaelic speaking Highlander has been all too dismissive of the 
struggling learner in the past. We should reflect that Edward Dwelly FSA who, in 
1981 set out to collect Gaelic words and eventually produced a dictionary that is still 
regarded as a definitive work34 was an Englishman as was the late Dr Roy Wentworth. 
Dr Wentworth’s Faclan is Abartain À Ros an Iar is a scholarly and massive work on 
words and expressions in Wester Ross. It was touching to learn that his University 
awarded his doctorate posthumously following his untimely death. It is interesting to 
note in this connection that the regional variation in the language can be marked and 
Gaelic in Applecross has had its differences, traditionally between the Street and 
Milton on the one hand and the villages further south on the other. There is a marked 
difference in accent, too, between the north and south of the peninsula.  
 
Both TV (BBC & ITV) and radio give us a range of good programmes, the latter, on 
Radio nan Gaidheal, throughout the day, with a coverage of current affairs that must 
be the envy of  more affluent stations. Government has been generous. There is new 
legislation and education through the Gaelic medium is widely available in nursery, 
primary and, increasingly, high schools. In Applecross the local organisation, 
appropriately called Bealach, fosters the language and is supported by Applecross 
Historical Society. It is fine to hear our Applecross Postmaster addressing us in Gaelic 
with an English accent. This year’s Royal National Mod set a new high standard and 
the snatch of song quoted at the beginning of this item has never seemed more true.  
 
As this report is being prepared Bealach have launched their DVD in the year of 
celebration of Highland Culture and it was a pleasure to hear a number of those 
involved publicising it on Radio nan Gàidheal this week and to note their optimism 
for the future of Gaelic in Applecross.    
 
 
CUSTOMS & TRADITIONS: 
 
 
As with all aspects of life in the peninsula, entertainment was self made. The strong 
religious discipline which saw full churches and strict observation of the fourth 
commandment on Sundays and the discipline of the post Reformation church in which 
John Knox expressed strictures on secular music was balanced by the natural gaiety of 
the Highlander, who, some would say, had little enough to be joyful about. The 
National Church took until 1866 to allow organ music in churches but it was to be 
more than a further hundred years before the Applecross Church would avail itself of 
this permission.  
 
Two generations ago there was a poet in most villages and there is a good tradition of 
poetry, much of it satirical, some of which is preserved in our Heritage Centre. The 
‘Céilidh’ in the sense of visiting each other informally to sing, play the pipes, recite 
and tell stories, thrived in every village prior to being taken over by the more formal 
concerts of the present day. 
 

                                                
34  The illustrated Gaelic-English Dictionary. 9th Edition. 1977. Gairm Publications 
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Team games, particularly shinty, for which every boy fashioned his own caman, were 
popular and pupils played it in the last generation until it was superseded by football.  
 
It has been played for a thousand years and gets its first mentions in Scotland in the 
18th century.35 It is mentioned in what is probably the most well known song in 
Applecross, Coille Mhùiridh. (Hartfield) This was written by Donald MacRae who 
was drowned in 1842 and laments the passing of the direct line of Mackenzie lairds 
when Thomas of Inverinate succeeded. It says, 
 

Nuar thig an geamhradh is am na Callainn 
Bidh gillean òg’ ann air thóir a’ cahmain  

 
When the winter and Halloween come 
Young men will take to the caman36 

 
The poet tells of the game being played on the Faolinn, the field in front of 
Applecross House, which was the venue for Applecross Games until recently. 
Another favourite of these times was ‘Pelilistear’, a form of quoits.  People born in the 
19th century spoke of other games that seemed to have been more wide-ranging, being 
played literally between villages. These were as intense as the Borders’ hand ba.’ 
Hallowe’en and New Year were particular occasions for celebration and the thought 
of whole villages romping across the terrain and having to compete with the present 
traffic does not bear thinking. One aspect of celebration that survived until recently 
was the participation of young men at Hallowe’en and the tricks played on the long-
suffering farm workers in particular, with horses turning up fully harnessed to their 
carts in seemingly inaccessible places, are still remembered.  
 
The same generation told of the Maighdean-Buaine (Harvest Maiden)37 or the last 
sheaf of corn (Oats) brought in at harvest time. In the days when every cultivable 
corner of the Applecross crofts was worked, each strove to avoid the stigma of being 
last and having to bring the maighdean-buan home. The final load was accompanied 
by much jollity and the recognition that the crop would have to last until the spring 
grass was showing. 
 
The tradition that each village was its own welfare state was wholly accepted with the 
elderly being looked after, usually as part of the family, but those who, for whatever 
reason, lived alone were not forgotten, a tradition that lives on in Applecross, 
complementing the state care. The Applecross GP of the present day has insisted on 
caring for her patients outside NHS 24 which is largely unworkable in such a remote 
community. In this, she shows the concern for people that has marked our community 
over the years.  
 
 
MYTHS AND LEGENDS: 
 

                                                
35  Shinty. Dr H D Maclennan. Page 266-7 The Companion to Gaelic Scotland Ed Derek S Thomson. 
Blackwell 1987. Paperback. 
36 Version in Verse, Fragments. etc. Gaelic Society of Inverness 
37  Dwelly (supra) says ‘Last handful of a crop of corn cut off the land’ 
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As a close-knit, somewhat isolated society, where family and neighbourhood ties are 
very important, Applecross people have a long memory. Stories are passed down 
through the generations, so that it is not uncommon to hear a story told of an unusual 
or puzzling incident, full of circumstantial detail, which, on further enquiry, turns out 
to have taken place over one hundred years previously, well before the actual memory 
of the speaker.  
 
Gaelic society in both Scotland and Ireland has a rich and strong oral tradition, full of 
stories and story-tellers. In every township there was at least one house noted as a 
ceilidh house, where people met to exchange news and hear stories and songs. The 
‘Companion to Gaelic Scotland’, gives the following description of a ceilidh: ‘At 
these informal gatherings the normal work of the household would often continue for 
most of the evening, but when serious storytelling began close attention and a 
respectful silence were expected, apart from exclamations prompted by some incident 
in the story or the discussion and comment that preceded or followed the telling of a 
tale’. 38  
 
In his autobiography, Captain William Murchison, born in Toscaig in 1884, 
remembers, ‘In winter time children went to Ceilidh Houses where some one present 
sang songs and told stories, which nearly always included ghost stories, which 
frightened me a great deal.’ 39 The storytelling at these informal ceilidhs continued a 
tradition going back to the classical age of Gaelic bards, when long, highly stylised 
heroic legends were recited entirely from memory by experts in the history, genealogy 
and traditions of the clan.  
 
Supernatural tales and legends are common throughout the Highlands, often linked to 
the local landscape, and have left evidence in place names. The Gaelic word for fairy 
knoll, sithean (pronounced shee-an) is a common element of place names in many 
regions. Captain Murchison describes such a location above his house at Toscaig, and 
gives a very typical story about it, of what can happen to the unwary: ‘a man carrying 
a keg of whisky was walking near the Fairy Hills in the twilight on or about the New 
Year. The fairies came out of the hills and made a fuss and danced about and around 
him and, before he knew where he was, he was inside with the fairies and he stayed 
with them for a year to the day.’40 Similar stories are told about fairy knolls all over 
the Highlands, often with more detail, but it is always a man carrying a keg or barrel 
or something similar, often of whisky, dancing is always involved and the man always 
stays with the fairies for a year.41 
 
Fairies were not always benign, however. They were reputed to carry off children and 
replace them with fairy children who were sickly, mentally ill or disabled - 
‘changelings’. It has been suggested that these stories were simply the way in which 
people in the past tried to rationalise misfortune, but it could lead to unnecessary 
cruelty. In Lewis, the remedy for families who found themselves in this situation was 
‘to place the changeling on the beach by the waterside, when the tide is out, and pay 
no attention to its screams. The fairies, rather than suffer their own to be drowned by 
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the rising waters, spirit it away, and restore the child they had stolen. The sign that 
this has been done is the cessation of the child’s crying.’42 The tragic results of this 
remedy, when the fairies failed to reclaim their own, can readily be imagined, but 
would remove what would have been a burden on a poor family. In other places 
similar remedies were followed - threatening the ‘changeling’ with abandonment on a 
hillside, or with fire, to provoke the fairies into returning the human child. 43 With 
social progress came a more humane approach to such children, even though they 
were still believed to be fairy children. In poor relief records for Ardnamurchan in the 
late eighteenth century, ‘changelings’ are mentioned quite routinely and are regarded 
as the most deserving of support from the Kirk, perhaps, it has been suggested, 
because they were most at risk of abandonment due to mental and physical 
disability.44  
 
Captain Murchison provides evidence that the belief in changelings was still current 
in Applecross at the end of the nineteenth century: ‘There were two sisters staying 
near us in a small house…’ one of whom ‘… had been ailing most of her life, if not 
the whole of her life. It was said that the fairies took the real child away and left the 
ailing one shortly after she was born’. 45 
 
In the west of Ross-shire ‘cathair ’, which literally means seat or city has the ‘special 
meaning … of fairy hill or fairy knoll’. 46 Above Culduie, is An Cathair Dubh - the 
black fairy seat, a distinctive rocky mound. Culduie is also the location of an innocent 
looking burn (stream) known as Allt nan Corp - burn of the bodies. The bodies in 
question are supposed to be clay effigies of people against whom some practitioner of 
witchcraft had a grudge. The clay figures would be deposited in the burn and as the 
effigy dissolved, the health of the person targeted by its maker would gradually 
decline. If the effigy was not found before the clay dissolved completely, the person 
would die. Close to Culduie is the convenient ‘Poll Creadh’ (clay harbour) where the 
source material for these figures would easily be found. A fuller description of the 
practice is given in ‘Survivals in belief among the Celts’, published in 1911. “A figure 
is made of clay, and either the whole or the parts which it is desired to injure are 
covered with pins and nails to the accompaniment of maledictions; the image is then 
buried in the ground or placed in a stream in a somewhat inaccessible locality, on the 
principle that the sooner the clay-body dissolves, the sooner will the body of the 
person thus represented be wrecked.”47  
 
Rivers, streams, lochs and springs or wells, were particularly important features in the 
landscape for Celtic and Gaelic peoples, and often had legendary, religious or 
supernatural associations attached to them. Wells or springs were believed to have 
special powers of healing, often associated with a local saint. There was a well on an 
island on Loch Maree, for example, known as St Maelrubha’s well, which was 
believed to have the power to treat lunacy.  
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Near the gate at the entrance to Applecross House is Stroupan a bhile - a spring or 
well, which was considered important enough to have steps built and a drinking ladle 
attached by a chain when the road was constructed sometime around 200 years ago. 
Despite the effort that went into marking the spot, nothing is remembered about why 
the well was important. There are no stories of healing powers or mysterious 
happenings at the well.  
 
Literally, the name means little spout of the lip, although the word bile (lip) can also 
have the meaning of rim, edge or margin, but none of these provides any clue to its 
apparent importance. However Dwelly, in his Gaelic-English dictionary, mentions 
that it can also mean a cluster of trees. This is interesting because nearby is the site of 
an old building, with a tree stump at each corner. This site is known as Lagan na 
Comraich - ‘Hollow of the Sanctuary’. Further research reveals that ‘bile’ also had a 
more specific meaning in Celtic countries, particularly Ireland. According to ‘The 
Religion of the Ancient Celts’ published in 1911,"The Irish bile was a sacred tree, of 
great age, growing over a holy well or fort".48 The Dictionary of Celtic Mythology 
gives more information - “Bile, Bili (pl.): A specially designated tree in early Ireland, 
believed to be the habitation of gods or elemental spirits. Under its branches many 
tribal chieftains or kings would be inaugurated. A chief's sceptre was made from a 
branch of his own tree, and a branch of his tree was symbolic of a king. It was 
sacrilege to fell or tamper with the chief's tree”. 49  It was said that ‘in time of feud 
one tribe gloried in destroying the bile of another’. 50  
 
There is no record of any such attempt in Applecross, but it can be argued that this 
area was regarded as the centre of the ‘sanctuary’. The Ordnance Survey officers who 
visited Applecross in 1875, and collected information from local people, listed the 
names to be placed on the maps and put notes against them. Against the 
name‘Applecross’ they wrote: ‘Applies to 4 Forest Trees, Situated on the margins of a 
Wood about ¾ mile NE of the village of Applecross. They are planted in this form…  
 

 
 

  
 
… and where the Cross appears on Sketch there was at one time an Apple Tree now 
removed the fruit of which bore the mark of a cross, and it is generally believed that 
from this peculiar mark, as also from the trees being planted in the shape of a cross, 
the Parish derived its present name. Formerly it was called Comeraich.’ 51 Of course 
the suggestion that this was the origin of the name is erroneous, as ‘Applecross’ 
comes from the Pictish Apor Crossan, but the spot was obviously believed to be very 
significant.  
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William Reeves, who provided most of the evidence we have on the life of St 
Maelrubha of Applecross, visited in the 1850s and was told a similarly unlikely origin 
for the name A’Chomraich (the Gaelic word for sanctuary): ‘local etymology suggests 
Comchris, “a belly-belt” because the man who first landed pulled off his bellyband, 
and flung it before him on the shore, crying out, Mo chomchris ort, “My belly-belt 
upon you”. The place where he landed is still marked by four trees on the side of the 
bay, about a hundred yards south of the well’. 52  This story is not given any context in 
Reeves’ article, so the reader is left wondering who this first man was - the first man 
to discover Applecross? The first monk to land with Maelrubha?  
 
Luckily, another version of the story has been passed down orally, and was told to the 
Applecross Historical Society archivist by an old man from Coillieghillie: ‘The place 
was named by the Mackenzies after one of their clan had raced a MacDonald on 
horseback from Chanonry Point on the east coast. The story explains that the race was 
agreed to decide which clan would own Applecross in the early seventeenth century. 
As they approached the point agreed as the centre of the sanctuary the Mackenzie, 
fearing that he was falling behind, cut off his right arm at the shoulder and threw it 
before him to beat his opponent’. This story is clearly legendary rather than factual 
and in fact almost identical stories are told about other places and other clans.  
 
These stories, despite their factual errors, agree that the spot marked by the trees was 
regarded as the centre of Applecross and the sanctuary. Close to these trees, is the 
well or spring, Stroupan a bhile, which can be translated as ‘well of the sacred tree’. 
The historian T C Smout has suggested that the pagan worship of sacred trees became 
associated with the worship of the cross, perhaps through the deliberate technique of 
Christian missionaries easing conversion to the new faith by absorbing something of 
the old. 53 Was this the site of a sacred tree? Maelrubha came from Ireland, and may 
have brought the tradition of the ‘bile’ with him, or he may have found such a sacred 
tree already existing in Applecross and used it for his own purposes. There are other 
examples of ‘bile’ in Scotland 54 - including Cladh a' Bhile in Knapdale, Argyllshire, 
which, interestingly, was the site of another early monastic settlement from the eighth 
century, around the same time as Maelrubha’s monastery in Applecross.55 Thomas 
Pennant, who visited the western Highlands in 1772, writes of Inchmaree, on Loch 
Maree. ‘In the midst is a circular dike of stones, with a regular narrow entrance; the 
inner part has been used for ages as a burial place, and is still in use. I suspect the dike 
to have been originally Druidical and that the ancient superstition of Paganism had 
been taken up by the saint as the readiest method of making a conquest over the minds 
of the inhabitants. A stump of a tree is shown as an altar, probably the memorial of 
one of stone; but the curiosity of the place is the well of the saint; of power 
unspeakable in cases of lunacy.’ 56 Perhaps this ‘stump of a tree’ was another bile? 
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Fords and bridges, particularly on lonely roads, were important in legend and 
superstition as a popular haunt of ghosts. 57 The bridge over the river at the Caman, 
where the road to Ardubh turns off, was reputedly haunted by the Bodach Beag - the 
little old man. This was a ghostly figure who appeared when lone travellers were 
passing by at dusk or after dark. Descriptions of him are scarce, but Captain 
Murchison tells one story:58 ‘An old man from Toscaig once left early in the morning 
about 5am with a letter which he was anxious to go by post which left Applecross at 
8am. The letter was to go to his son who was sailing in a big ship. When the father, 
carrying the letter, was approaching the Caman, a little man started to walk alongside 
of him; he was dressed in oilskins. The old man took no notice of him and in due 
course the little man disappeared under a culvert… Anyway, the ship carrying his son 
went missing and his son was lost.’ There were many other stories about the bodach, 
which, according to Murchison, were told by unreliable people, so not worth 
repeating. But he admits that he himself, even at the age of 29 was ashamed to be 
nervous of walking past the Caman. Another Bodach Beag, was known to haunt a 
quiet road near Kilchrennan in Argyllshire, and many other lonely spots throughout 
the Highlands were similarly afflicted. 59 
 
Supernatural encounters often predicted events, such as the loss of the son of the 
Toscaig man. Lights were a common sign of a death - it was believed that lights seen 
moving along a road were the sign that a funeral procession would soon be coming 
that way.60 In Applecross, one local man is said to have got forewarning of death in 
the locality when he saw navigation lights off Ardbain but without a ship. Sometimes 
mysterious lights that had no apparent association with future events were said to 
appear periodically at certain places. In the early 1900s it was reported that a light was 
known to appear at the entrance to Loch Toscaig on Hallowe’en, ‘and has done so 
from time immemorial’. 61There were also people known to have the ‘second sight’ 
and could see things others couldn’t. One Milton man predicted funerals by ‘seeing’ 
mourners pass on the road and would urge those who were with him to stand back and 
show respect. Captain Murchison tells of a woman hearing unexplained wailing and 
weeping passing the back of her house one night. A few days later a boy and girl 
drowned on the way back from gathering seaweed on Crowlin, and their mother 
passed the same way grieving as she went to meet her husband who had been rescued. 
62 Such stories are just a few recorded examples of countless similar events, which 
were in circulation.  
 
An older story of a vision foretelling death relates to a messenger from Lord Seaforth 
to Applecross, a fine, powerful man, who lost his way in a blizzard crossing the 
Bealach on his way back and fell to his death. When he failed to return to Kintail on 
time, a search party was sent to look for him. They came to Plockton, and found that 
all the local boats were away fishing, except for one which was full of water. They 
emptied the water and went across to the Applecross peninsula in search of the 
missing man. Unbeknown to them, that boat had never been used, because shortly 
after it was built a woman had ‘seen’ the body of a fine-looking man stretched out on 
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the floorboards. In due course, the Kintail men returned with the body of the 
messenger laid out on the floor boards of the boat. After that, the boat could be used. 
63 
 
Of course, it wasn’t only supernatural stories that were told. Story-telling was also the 
way in which the history of the district and the clan was passed down. Stories were 
told of war and of genealogy. Iain Molach (Hairy John), the second Mackenzie laird 
of Applecross, wrote down a ‘genealogie’ of the Mackenzies in 1667, which 
incorporated many of the stories of the clan, passed down through oral legend. He 
tells, for example the story of the ‘violation of the sanctuary’ of Applecross, by one of 
the MacDonald clan. He tells many stories of the time of John, 10th Mackenzie Laird 
of Kintail, who died in 1561. How he tried to escape being ransomed after being 
captured at the battle of Pinkie by pretending to be a common bowman, but was 
revealed when one of the nobles on his own side saw him and saluted him. How one 
of his men, ‘Donald Du M'Gillechreist vc Gillireoch’ of Kinlochewe, when he heard 
someone say ‘Alas Laird thow hast fallen’, asked ‘Which Lord’, and on being told 
‘Buchanan’, said ‘If he hath not fallen he shall fall’ and made straight for him and 
killed him in revenge for Kenneth Oig, his foster brother whom Buchanan had killed 
before. 64 
 
Another story told of John of Kintail, this time in the ‘History of the Mackenzies’, 
relates how, following his capture in battle, he was sheltered in the house of a widow 
during a storm. In reference to the raging weather outside she exclaimed, ‘The Lord 
help those who are to-night travelling on Leathad Leacachan’. John expressed surprise 
at the mention of this mountain in Kintail by a woman in England. She then told him 
that once, she had travelled in the area, and been caught out in a severe storm on 
Leathad Leacachan while in labour. A local highlander had come across her and, 
‘seeing her case so desperate, with no resources at hand, he, with remarkable presence 
of mind, killed one of his horses, ripped open his stomach, and taking out the bowels, 
placed her and the newly-born infant in their place, as the only effectual shelter from 
the storm’, thus saving her and the child. 65 Like most stories, parts of this account 
have been taken from other places and other times. In fact many stories passed around 
the Highlands had similarities to stories told in other countries right back to classical 
times.  If the saving of a person from the elements by placing them inside the carcass 
of a horse seems familiar, it may be because it was in fact used in the Star Wars 
movies. 66  In this way, good stories are recycled over and over for succeeding 
generations - a cautionary tale for those who are tempted to rely on them for historical 
evidence! 
 
It is easy to imagine such stories being told and retold in the lairds’ houses of the 
Mackenzies through the hundred years and more until Iain Molach wrote them down. 
He was the ideal person to collect such stories as he was ‘widely known as a liberal 
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patron of the arts, the generous entertainer of bards and harpers’.67 He welcomed the 
travelling entertainers of the period, who wrote songs about him, some portraying him 
as a generous patron of the arts, others as a warrior on his galley and as a huntsman. 
His fame even spread to Ireland where a story has been handed down about an Irish 
travelling harper who, after returning from a tour of Scotland, was asked where he 
received the most generosity in Scotland. He replied, ‘From the right hand of the laird 
of Applecross'. He was then asked where he received the next most generous reward, 
and replied 'From the left hand of the laird of Applecross’.68 
 
Some of the oldest and most persistent of traditional tales told about Applecross are of 
a figure known as the Red Priest, who held Applecross at some unknown period. 
There have been many versions given about who this was. Some say he was simply 
Maelrubha himself, since the name Maelrubha could possibly be interpreted as ‘the 
red priest’.69  Some say he was a son of the earl of Ross, some that he was a 
MacDonald. The stories seem to have some common elements - that he was the last of 
his line in Applecross and that his daughter conveyed the lands of Applecross out of 
the family when she married. 70  Historians have suggested the Red Priest of 
Applecross was Gilpatrick Ruadh, one of the casualties at the battle of Harlaw in 
1411, said to have been an abbot, descended from the Earls of Ross. This Gilpatrick 
did have a daughter who had children by Alexander Lord of the Isles, lending 
credence to the idea that he was the Red Priest of Applecross. However, the source 
that tells us about Gilpatrick Ruadh goes on to say that he was the abbot of Carlebay 
(Carloway) in Lewis and held lands there and in Lochbroom - no mention of 
Applecross, so the identification must remain uncertain. 71 
 
One curious traditional tale of Applecross relates to its reputation as a sanctuary. 
Local people have long whispered that William Hare, half of the infamous Burke and 
Hare, ended his days at Applecross. Burke and Hare were originally body snatchers in 
Edinburgh, digging up corpses to sell to the medical school for dissection. Soon, 
however, they found the calling a little too much effort, and resorted to murder as a 
more reliable way of providing bodies when needed. They were eventually caught, 
and Hare turned King’s evidence, being granted his freedom in return for convicting 
his colleague Burke. Hare disappeared shortly after his release, and there is no reliable 
evidence of where he ended his days. It was and is strongly believed by some people 
in Applecross that he came to the sanctuary, settled and had a family. The last known 
firm evidence of Hare’s whereabouts was given in a report in the Edinburgh Evening 
Courant of February 9, 1829. It contained a report of Hare being recognised on a 
coach travelling from Edinburgh to Portpatrick (Stranraer), being threatened by a mob 
at Dumfries and being smuggled out of the jail at night by the police and being put on 
the Carlisle road. 72  If true this indicates that he was probably heading for Stranraer to 
start with, perhaps to return to his birthplace in Ireland, and that he was then put on 
the road to England. It seems unlikely that he would have turned around and headed 
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further north towards a remote part of Scotland, but who knows? There are 
unconfirmed reports that he died a pauper in London, which is perhaps more likely. 
Interestingly, rumours reported that he was thrown into a lime pit and blinded, and the 
person in Applecross reputed to have been Hare also had scars to his face said to be 
from lime burns.  
 
Traditional tales often tell of charms to protect and cure people and animals. Some of 
these charms were objects and some were chants, rhymes or signs. Alexander 
Carmichael travelled the Highlands and Islands in the nineteenth century collecting 
old ‘hymns and incantations’ which had been handed down through the centuries. One 
of the people he visited was Mary MacDonald, a crofter in Toscaig. She told him the 
charm used locally to treat craicneadh (hide-binding), a skin disease of cattle, which 
starts: 

“Teasel to tease thee 
Comb to comb thee 
Card to card thee 

Cat to scratch thee…” 
This incantation would accompany the scarification of the animal’s back with a teasel, 
comb and cat, ‘the cat being drawn by the tail’, according to Carmichael. 73  
 
Another story from Toscaig, tells of a ‘seun’, a charm for protection, being give to 
those going off to war. As with many stories, there is no indication of which period it 
relates to, but it has been suggested that it was the Jacobite rebellion of 1715.  
According to the story, the fiery cross was sent around the district to summon the men 
to war, and all the men of Applecross followed their chief over the Bealach. One man 
from Toscaig missed the summons, as he had gone early to the hill. On coming home 
he was berated by his wife, who accused him of being a coward and hiding in the hills 
to avoid his chief’s call. She sent him off without his breakfast. On the other side of 
the hill, at Kishorn, the men of Applecross ‘were met by an old woman who put the 
‘sian’ on them that they could not be hurt’. Unfortunately, she said she was unable to 
put the same protection on the latecomer, as he had left home without breaking his 
fast. The three other Toscaig tenants returned home safe after the battle of 
Sheriffmuir, but the man to whom the seun was refused was slain. 74 
 
Over a hundred years later, there was another old Kishorn woman giving out charms, 
one of which made its way into the National Museum of Scotland. This charm was a 
written one - a verse on a slip of paper carried about for the purpose of curing 
toothache. According to the assistant keeper of the museum, it was written and sold in 
1855 by a professional witch named Kate M'Aulay, residing at Kishorn, and read as 
follows:  
 

“Petter was Laying and his head upon a marrable ston weping and Christ 
Came by and said what else [ails] thou Petter Petter answered and sad Lord 
god my twoth Raise thou Petter and bee healed and whosoever shall carry 

these Lines in my name shall never feel the twothick [tooth-ache]. Kett McAulay.” 
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The paper had been folded eight times and worn in a small silk bag, hung round the 
neck of a shepherd, who had given half-a-crown for the charm, with the warning that 
it would lose its efficacy if looked at. 75  
 
A more pagan cure was the practice at Torridon of drinking water from the skull of a 
suicide, which was believed to have the power of treating epilepsy.76  This led to a 
brief flurry of controversy in the national press in 1900-1901. The parish minister of 
Applecross, the Rev Duncan Dewar, wrote to the Scotsman newspaper to refute 
reports of such a skull being kept in the parish of Applecross. A parishioner then 
responded in the same newspaper, saying that ‘Some nine years ago the skull was 
taken away from its place near Torridon by some Applecross men, and was kept near 
Mr Dewar’s manse’. Another parishioner asserted that he had drunk from the skull 
itself, but had never heard of its being moved to Applecross. He gave more detail of 
the skull, saying that it belonged to a woman who had committed suicide, and that the 
residents refused to have her buried in the churchyard as it was within view of the sea, 
and it was well known that if a suicide was buried within sight of the sea, the fish 
would foresake the waters. 77  This was a fairly widespread superstition. In 1867 the 
Inverness Advertiser reported that the herring fishing was reputed poor at Applecross 
because of young insane lad drowning himself. 78 Unlike the Rev Dewar, the minister 
of the Free Church in Applecross, in his book ‘Social and Religious Life in the 
Highlands’, shows he was well aware of the skull, ‘Another cure for epilepsy is a 
drink from the skull of a suicide. One may be found in Torredon on the west of Ross-
shire still’. 79 
 
 
 
LITERARY REFERENCES AND TRAVELLERS’ TALES: 
 
Applecross appears occasionally in literature. The most famous writer was perhaps 
Robert Burns, though to be strictly correct, his poem, ‘Address of Beelzebub’ refers to 
‘Applecross’ the person (Thomas Mackezie, 6th laird), not Applecross the place.  
 
“Faith you and Applecross were right   
To keep the Highland hounds in sight…” 
 
This poem refers to Mackenzie of Applecross and MacDonald of Glengarry in 1786 
attempting to keep tenants on their land and prevent them from emigrating. 80 
 
Alistair Alpin MacGregor (1899-1970), a Scottish writer and photographer, known for 
a large number of travel books, as well as folklore and poetry, spent his very early 
years living in Applecross. His memories are described in ‘Vanished waters: portrait 
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of a highland childhood’, the first four chapters of which cover his younger days at 
Milton in Applecross. 81 
 
There were some other well-known travellers to mention Applecross in their writings. 
Thomas Pennant, who toured the western Highlands in 1772, sailed past Applecross 
and regretted that he couldn’t stop: ‘… by Applecross Bay, small, populous and well-
cultivated shores. The back ground most uncommonly mountainous. Applecross 
House is inhabited by a most hospitable gentleman as same reports: we lamented 
therefore our inability to pay our respects.’ 82 
 
John Knox (1720-1790) toured a little later in 1786, and reported that:  
 
“… we had an agreeable passage to Applecross Bay, which is finely skirted with 
highly cultivated fields, and much timber. Many of the trees are of considerable 
magnitude, though upon the edge of the sea; which confutes the assertion that timber 
will not grow within the influence of sea air … the house of Applecross is large, and 
the garden contains more fruit than the family can possibly consume. It may be 
supposed that a part of the fruit is sent in presents to those who have none, or that it is 
given to the poor of the place. Here as usual is a river stocked with salmon and trout; 
the hills abound in deer and game, but there is a want of neighbourhood and society, 
which must render life solitary, if not burthensome, even amidst the luxuries of nature. 
There is however, a church, and a clergyman in this bay, which help to fill up the 
vacuity. The minister is Mr Macqueen, son of the minister of that name in Sky, whom 
Dr Johnson imagined he had foiled on the subject of Ossian's Poems. The old 
gentleman is since dead, and the son defends his memory against the Doctor's 
pretended victory.” 83 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
The outstanding aspects of the peninsula identified in the Audit include the difficulty 
of access other than by sea in a landscape described by Timothy Pont as ‘great deserts 
and wilderness’. (Page 1 of report) The improvements to access took a long time to 
implement and one can only speculate on what our well loved peninsula might look 
like now if they had been carried out when the greatest benefit would have taken 
effect. 
 
There is well documented evidence of settlement during the Mesolithic period and of 
an Iron Age broch. The site of the broch has been confirmed and further excavation 
by the Applecross Archaeological Society is planned. (Page 2/3) 
 
                                                
81 Vanished Waters: Portrait of a Highland Childhood, Alistair Alpin MacGregor. 1942. 
82 A Tour in Scotland and Voyage to the Hebrides, pages 334-335 
83 A Tour through the Highlands of Scotland and the Hebride Isles in 1786, John Knox. 1787.Pages 
124- 
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The reputation of Applecross as a holy place rests on the settlement, in the 7th century, 
of St Maelrubha from Bangor. He has over 35 churches named after him and his 
monastery gave Applecross its Gaelic name, Comraich, or sanctuary. The old chapel 
and Clachan Church deserve to be preserved and progressive excavation of the 
monastic site is planned by our Society. (Pages 3 and 14/15) 
 
There is good evidence of the effect of the Clearances on the people who stayed and 
developed the inhospitable land and on the population numbers. (Pages 4 /5) 
 
While the subsequent difficulties in wresting a living from the land and sea were 
similar throughout much of the Highlands, those of Applecross were exacerbated by 
the lack of ready alternatives within the peninsula. (Page 7) 
 
The present state of crofting is critical as the community becomes fragmented and the 
former sharing of village labour and community support no longer exist. (Pages 9 & 
10) 
 
The disappearance of the traditional support for an ageing population makes life in the 
peninsula less sustainable. (Page 10)       
    
 
As the community changes, forestry and the deer forest both demand urgent attention 
as do the drystone dykes on the Bealach road and elsewhere if the emerging tourist 
industry is to be encouraged and the quality of life enhanced. (Pages 11 & 13) 
 
The housing situation has always been difficult and the position has become worse in 
recent years. If Applecross is to keep its young people, both housing and jobs have to 
be made available, the latter perhaps by increasing the tourist capacity. (Page 16) 
 
The Gaelic language is under threat although Government support is greater that ever. 
Local organisation Bealach deserves to be supported. (Page 18) 
 
While the section on Myths and Legends has much that is common elsewhere in 
Celtic writings there are some aspects that are strongly related to Applecross and 
deserve to be restored, notably the site of Lagan na Comraich and the adjacent Holy 
Well. (Page 22) 
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